Voltage is not a critical consideration in testing low resistance. Both DMMs and low resistance ohmmeters operate with only a few volts. The critical determinants between the two types of tester are level of current and range and resolution of reading. The average DMM supplies about 5 mA of test current. A particularly good one may go to 200 mA. The most common test current for low resistance ohm-
The purpose of an electrical continuity test is to establish that the circuit is continuous. It is used by electricians to be certain that no wires have been crossed at a junction box and all connections are correct and tight.

Even a good quality DMM connected across a short piece of copper would show only 0.00 \( \Omega \) at 200 mA. Spread the leads wider on a bus bar with a bolted connection between and the reading may still be 0.00.

Connecting from a bus to a bolted termination might still show the same. But a low resistance ohmmeter, even at just 1A, on the same sample shows 4 \( \mu \Omega \) across the short span of copper, increased to 10 across the longer span, and at 18 from the bolted termination. Furthermore, this goes to 1.131 m\( \Omega \) when
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a skewed connection, caused by improper tightening of the bolt, is included. These examples illustrate that while basic continuity testing has a vital place in the electrical maintenance spectrum, there are many instances where a developing problem would show up only as a falsely reassuring “0” on a multimeter whereas a rigorous low resistance test would boldly expose it.

How does the low resistance ohmmeter accomplish such precise measurement? The critical role is filled by the application of a “Kelvin bridge” 4-wire technique. Where a DMM uses only two leads to connect across the IUT, this introduces both the resistance of the leads themselves plus the contact resistance with the surface of the IUT into the measurement. For a continuity measurement, these are minuscule amounts and can be disregarded. But they loom large when introduced into a measurement on the micro-ohm level. Quality DMMs often have a null function that further refines the measurement by neutralizing the lead resistance. But that still leaves the potential for considerable contact resistance. A Kelvin bridge eliminates all of this extraneous resistance. The instrument measures how much current it can inject into the circuit, thereby nulling out lead and contact resistance, and measures the voltage drop between the two points of contact. Hence, the measurement is of the resistance between the two potential leads and nothing else. By such precise measurement, the smallest of resistance problems can be recognized.

A practical application can be illustrated in the torquing of bolts. Common practice is the tighter, the better. But this is not so where electrical current is involved. Over-tightening can cause the connection to become skewed, with less surface contact and higher resistance.

The amounts can be small, but the added heat generated over time is a stress point that will eventually fail. A low resistance ohmmeter will reveal these as standing out from similar connections and facilitate preventive maintenance.

A final consideration is a nod in the direction of modern technology…and litigation. To a large part, DMM applications are go/no go and move on. All the wiring can be quickly confirmed at a panel as having no open or crossed connections. But for conformance to regulations and insurance requirements, nothing beats a documented maintenance program. A fully developed low resistance ohmmeter includes the ability to store and document a full regime of preventive maintenance tests.